INFRARED TRACER

**INTRODUCTION**

CBC IR Tracer ammunition was designed for night operations, granting the combat forces a stealth advantage. The bullet trace is completely invisible to the naked eye and only visible with the use of Night Vision Devices (NVDs).

The technology gives the shooter higher engagement effectiveness since the target visualization is not obfuscated by the halo effect. With the use of a special propellant that virtually eliminates muzzle flash, it allows a tactical upper hand by keeping the shooter’s position unexposed.

The trace performance is achieved due to a special tracer composition that keeps the wave length emission within the IR spectrum, therefore visible only through NVDs – GEN 3 and beyond.

CBC IR Tracer complies with STANAGs 2310 (for the 7.62 mm) and 4172 (for the 5.56 mm), as well as with NATO (Multi-caliber MOPI Standard). The ballistic trajectories for both 5.56 and 7.62 IR match NATO reference cartridges, making them interchangeable with regular tracers.

**ADVANTAGES**

- Invisible to the naked eye;
- Trace visible from the shooter’s position and only through night-vision devices (NVDs) – GEN 3 and beyond;
- Reduced halo effect, enhancing engagement capability;
- Shooter’s position remains unexposed;
- Fully compliant with NATO MOPI requirements;
- No weapon modification or conversion kit is required.

**REDUCED SIGNATURE**

The reduced signature advantage is granted by the special energetic components’ properties, which ensure that the trace remains invisible to the naked eye and with virtually zero muzzle flash.

**HALO EFFECT**

Differently from the standard tracer ammunition, CBC IR Tracer ammunition allows the fighter to clearly see the bullet’s trajectory without super exposing the NVD sensors (image intensifier tube), problem also known as “halo effect” – a bright spot that can be several times bigger than the actual target, partially blocking the shooter’s line of sight, compromising accuracy and combat effectiveness.

**COMPOSITION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PROJECTILE</th>
<th>TRACER COMPOSITION</th>
<th>CASE</th>
<th>PROPELLANT</th>
<th>PRIMER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.56 mm</td>
<td>COPPER CLAD STEEL JACKET</td>
<td>BRASS (Cu70 Zn30) (UNS 26000)</td>
<td>DOUBLE BASE, REACH COMPLIANT</td>
<td>PERCUSSION, BOXER TYPE, CRIMPED AND SEALED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.62 mm</td>
<td>GILDING / CLAD METAL JACKET</td>
<td>BRASS (Cu70 Zn30) (UNS 26000)</td>
<td>DOUBLE BASE, REACH COMPLIANT</td>
<td>PERCUSSION, BOXER TYPE, CRIMPED AND SEALED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPECIAL TECHNOLOGIES**

- Fully compatible with all NATO nominated weapons or equivalents without the need of any modifications or auxiliary equipment.

**VISIBILITY COMPARISON**

[Comparison chart showing visibility with and without NVDs]

Footage of CBC 7.62 IR Tracer testing in cooperation with Brazilian Air Force Black Hawk (UH-60) Helicopter armed with M134 Gatling gun “Minigun”.
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